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About Company

Edufinpact Labs Pvt Ltd. is one of the India's leading training company rendering
comprehensive Financial training services in the Corporate Domain, Educational Institutes and
Individuals across India. It was established in the year 2022 (previously functioning under the
name Infinite Financial Academy since 2018), with the aim of spreading financial literacy and

making India a Financial Hub. Our team of experienced and knowledgeable trainers is
dedicated to delivering high-quality, practical, and engaging training programs.

With thousands of candidates trained and placed in the BFSI sector we aim to continue
spreading the knowledge and cater larger audience globally. We deal in professional
qualification like CFP, CFA, NISM, Stock Market and Derivatives Training, Financial

Workshops and Seminars , Practical Trainings, etc. 
Training with the intention of creating efficient job seekers/creators; we had placed the
candidates in reputed brands like Edelweiss wealth management, Bajaj Capital, ICICI

Prudential AMC, Motilal Oswal, etc. Our training programs are designed to be flexible,
scalable, and customized to meet the specific needs and goals of our audience, whether an

individual looking to enhance the skills or an organization seeking to train employees, we have
a solution that will fit's the requirements.

Their is gap between the educational qualification and demands of corporate industry which is
one of the major reason of unemployment, Lack of practical skillset is the reason for this gap.

"Skill development of new generation is the national need" is what our Prime Minister
understood and thereby promoted the  Skill Development Program in our National Educational

policy. Withstanding the motive we at Edufinpact Labs Pvt Ltd focuses on the practical skill
development of an individual to uplift and enhance the career as well as to reduce the gap of

industry and thereby deliver a skilled professional.  Financial literacy is the key for development
and growth of an economy , enabling various job opportunities and increasing the employment

levels thereby contributing towards the nation. 



CEO Message
Dear valued stakeholders,

 
I am honored to address you as the CEO of Edufinpact Labs Private Limited, I
want to take a moment to express my gratitude to our employees, audience,

shareholders, and partners for their unwavering support and commitment.
Despite the ever-changing dynamics of Education industry our organization

has remained focused on our core values of innovation, excellence, quality and
sustainability. Our team has been working tirelessly to deliver the highest level

of service to our customers consistently.
It's an honor to deal with the educational system which lays the future of India
with the vision of creating a better India we stepped into the system but when

we dived deep we saw a clear gap between the theortical knowledge and
practical knowledge. Everyone is focused on the academics and trying to Rank
number 1 but no one is focused on learning. The Rat race is fair until the real

corporate demands comes to the picture. In the corporate industry the
Number one is the one with practical knowledge and skillful approach, having

qualities like critical thinking and problem solving, decision making,
leadership, etc. besides knowledge. But knowledge being the priority. India
faces massive drawback in terms of skilled professionals, we are a country of

unskilled population and its time to change the same. Lets adopt a more
practical approach with the intention of making a change and making

 India Atmanirbhar. 
 

As we look to the future, we are committed to strengthening our position as a
leader in our industry and serve our purpose. We will continue to invest in our
people, technology, and processes to drive growth and create value for all of

our stakeholders.
 

 Thank you for your continued trust and support.

  -   MR. HIMANSHU MAYNE CFPcm 
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Vision

India stands on financial literacy of only 27% as on 2021 , IFA aims to increase it at a

substantial level in the coming years. 

By giving high quality financial knowledge in a practical manner as we are in a

business to create a corporate ready crowd , we aim to become the biggest financial

knowledge provider. 

To establish and promote the practical financial concepts by educating and spreading

the knowledge and importance of financial literacy and build a financially literate

environment.

To provide opportunities in the Indian financial domain.

We would like every student to experiience the skill transformation education by

pursuing our professional qualification in open spectrum of opportunities for starting

their career at Global Leadership positions with businesses.

Mission

1. To make India Financial Hub and a financially literate country. 
2. To focus on not only urban India but also Rural India to be financially literate. 
3. To create Skilled professionals in finance domain. 

1. Implanting handson quality practical training 
2. Bridging the gap between theoretical knowledge and industry implication.
3. To make the youth employable
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Our
Services

FOR INDIVIDUALS 

FOR CORPORATE/
INSTITUTES 

CFP (USA) - Certified Financial Planner Professional qualification in the
world of personal finance , globally accepted in 27 countries meeting the  
standard mark of professionalism.

Stock Market and Derivatives Training - We deal in basic to advance level
financial markets training through offline and online both mediums.

NISM - We deliver sessions for few certificates of NISM which are
mandatory to enter respective job profile like Mutual fund distributors,
Equity Derivatives, etc. 

CFA - CFA is worlds largest association of investment professionals and
is globally considered as the highest distinction in the investment
management profession.

Finance Lab- Finance Lab is an initiative of practical learning of financial
maket realm. Driven with the motive of spreading financial literacy and
creating skilled professionals we are successfully delivering trainings in
various institutes under the name Finance Lab.

Serving the individual category with series of courses with excellence
and quality with the sole motive of uplifting the career opportunities and
creating skillset with practical approach. Also offering placements in
reputed companies of the industry.

For larger audience our target is problem solving rather than promoting any
specific course. Corporate faces issues with regards to lack of skillful
approach in practical dealing whereas credential requirements. Educational
institutes are more focused for pushing the students for accepting new
challenges and overcoming the same by building a strong foundation of
knowledge and exposure to the industry requirements.

NISM - We deliver sessions for few certificates of NISM which are
mandatory to enter respective job profile like Mutual fund distributors,
Equity Derivatives, etc. 



FINANCE LAB
Edufinpact Labs Pvt Ltd introduced the historical concept of practical learning of the financial concepts
in education industry.
 FINANCE LAB is launched with the motive and vision of creating financial literacy and stability in
India. Not only the students but also the individuals already working in the financial industry lack the
practical knowledge of finance domain. Theory based learning in education system is a major reason
for this gap. Not only it is impacting the individuals professional skills but also the efficiency required
from an employee in the industry and economy as a whole. Finance lab aims to eradicate the huge gap
and work towards the growth and development of the economy.
 India’s unemployment rate is 8.5% which is at 86th rank in the world and major reason for the same is
lack of practical knowledge and required skillset, Finance Lab can contribute in increasing the
employability. Also Finance Lab can be a great contribution to India’s Skill Development Program and
eradiate the educational inequality.

OBJECTIVES-
• Finance Lab aims to give exposure of Banking & Finance industry in practical manner.
• Achieving Financial independence and financial stability.
• Awareness of instruments available in the financial market and analyses for choosing the right one.
• Creation of skilled Professionals with required Knowledge and skills.
• Bridging the Industry Gap of practical implication.
• Enhancing development of research and analytical skills.

 

 



We conduct Seminars/Workshops in Corporate domain like ICICI
Prudential AMC, CAMS, HDFC, etc. as well as at Educational institutions
like MCC, Birla college, Joshi Bedekar College, etc.
We have specialization in dealing with topics like Forex, Fundamentals
and Technical analysis, Mutual Fund,  Risk management, Wealth
management, Financial Planning, etc. 
We organise various interactive sessions and competitions for colleges
with students participation like Peer Buddy Session, Economic Debate,
etc. 
 We mainly deal in Financial trainings of CFPs, CFA, NISM, Stock
Markets, Derivatives, and Finance Lab. 
 We offer internships and  placements within the domain of Finance iin
companies like Motilal Oswal, SMC Global, ICICI Pru AMC, Money
Matterz LLP, Bajaj Capital, HSBC, Edelweiss Asset Management, etc.
We are an authorized partner in India with FPSB USA for CFP Training. 
We conduct seminar on various topics of financial planning for social
group Lions & Leo Club, NGOs, etc.
We conduct  Financial Planning seminars in Various colleges in
collaboration with CDSL.
We in collaboration with Shobha's world of Learning are creating
Financial Literacy program for school segment, which is already been
accepted by many schools dealing in CBSE and ICSE board. 
We  also have our presence on social media platforms like Youtube,
Instagram, Linkedin, etc. covering some untouched concepts in a
simplified way. 

Our Highlights



The course was very comprehensive and but they made it  easy to understand. The instructors made sure
that they are giving the information in a way that won't make me confused and doing their best to support
learners. Great experience overall this year even though it had been mainly online. Teaching has been great
and extra effort has gone into supporting us students .

Reviews
I have cleared all my specialist exam in first attempt with help of infinite financial academy. Great learning
experience with them.teachers and staff are always supportive and helpfull. Himanshu sir is visionary leader
in this space. IFA also provides one of best placements services through there wide networking.

 Tejas Pardeshi

Great faculty who guide students whenever needed. Provide great assistance and support. Thankful to all
teachers

Harish Iyer
Anyone who is planning to pursue CFP, NISM or needs any career guidance please visit infinite financial
academy, the teachers and the founder Mr Himanshu sir, such profound and experienced people, like if a
person like me who doesn't know anything about finance is pursuing CFP and NISM modules and I am
doing well in my exams plus I gained that financial literacy which I think almost every person should know
so I would definitely recommend that you contact and visit infinite financial academy, you will not regret it.

They provide excellent educational services and frameworks to meet the quality standards . The process is
grounded in the guidelines and recommendations that promote student learning and teaching
effectiveness. One to one communication is also provided inorder to clear all the doubts.

Experience with INFINITE FINANCIAL ACADEMY was excellent. The lecturer is excellent she was
extremely knowledgeable, willing to help any student at anytime with any questions and have excellent
presentation skills. The lecturer did a great job in covering the course material. His personality was lively
and encouraged engagement from all students."
Thank you so much for this great course.

Sakshi Ghadge

Sayali Mohite

Aayushi Mav

Mayuresh Thakur

One of the best teaching experience I've ever experienced till now. Very friendly and professional staff . If
you are someone who wants to persue your career in finance field then this is the place for you.

Diksha Wadekar
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